Dronacharya College of Engineering

Students Qualified GATE 2018

- Sachin Yadav
  Gate Score: 820
  Branch: Civil

- Shubham
  Gate Score: 607
  Branch: Civil

- Amandeep
  Gate Score: 604
  Branch: Civil

- Sudesh Kumar
  Gate Score: 467
  Branch: Civil

- Parul Jhankra
  Gate Score: 467
  Branch: ME

- Vivek Lamba
  Gate Score: 429
  Branch: CSE

- Saket Kumar
  Gate Score: 394
  Branch: CSE

- Tarun
  Gate Score: 385
  Branch: Civil

- Akshay Saini
  Gate Score: 366
  Branch: CSE

- Vaibhav Goyal
  Gate Score: 366
  Branch: CSE

- Abhishek Saini
  Gate Score: 326
  Branch: CSE

- Paras Yadav
  Gate Score: 325
  Branch: Civil